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What to know about submitting a proposal to the
2020 Washington State Nonprofit Conference
And other ways consultants and practitioners can present and share ideas
January 8, 2020
10:00-11:00am
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Nancy Bacon
Washington Nonprofits
nancy@washingtonnonprofits.org
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…AN EVENT…

Washington
State
Nonprofit
Conference

The Washington State Nonprofit
Conference is the only annual
statewide gathering for members of
the nonprofit community. 600+ people
from all job titles, fields of service, and
regions of Washington (with most from
greater Puget Sound).
May 19, 2020 Pre-conference tracks
May 20, 2020 Main conference day
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…A LEARNING EVENT THAT LEADS TO
ACTION.

Washington
State
Nonprofit
Conference

• One event within a larger
CONSTELLATION of learning
programs, before and after the event
• One stop RESOURCE CENTER, doing
away with barriers
• Idea LABORATORY, celebrating new
and renewed ways of doing things
• Movement CATALYZER, connecting
people to each other
• Self care, REFLECTION ZONE, giving
space for pause and celebration
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2019 NPQ Reader Favorite Articles
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Conference Theme:
The Power of Participation

Impact of participation
Philanthropy, advocacy, civic
engagement
Art of participation
Leadership, facilitation,
community building
Practice of participation
Boards, equity, technology,
HR, leadership succession
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MANY WAYS TO ENGAGE!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Workshops
The Doctor Is In
Ignite Idea Lab
Table Talks
Exhibit
Sponsor
Attend!
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1. Workshops
“Learn. Practice. Take action.”
• Stories from the field: Learning from the lived experiences of nonprofit leaders
across Washington State. We are committed to hearing from practitioners and
providing more opportunities for attendees to learn from each other and
problem-solve together.
• Increasing equity: Building commitment to and action for equity within our
organizations and our communities.
• Staying current: Opportunities to engage with current events and strategies for
leading in uncertain times.
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1. Workshops: logistics
What you need to know to plan

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

75 minutes in length
6 concurrent sessions at one time
Sessions in the morning and afternoon
Estimated 60-100 people per room, no pre-registration for sessions
Independent selection committee representing nonprofit leaders across
Washington (Washington Nonprofits staff play a supporting role, do not
select)
Deadline for workshop proposals: January 31, 2020
Selection of workshops: February 21, 2020
Workshop planning conversations: by April 15, 2020
Conference!: May 20, 2020
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1. Workshops: criteria
How selection happens

Relevant information
Appropriate level of information
Interactivity, remember: learn, practice, apply
Diverse perspectives
Practitioner perspectives. In the past few years, roughly 75% of proposals
are from individual consultants from the Puget Sound area.
• Tangible take-aways
• Specific audience
• No marketing
•
•
•
•
•
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1. Workshops, cont.
What will they be able to do because they spent 75 minutes with you?
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1. WORKSHOPS: train the trainer
Train the Trainer: How to deliver an excellent workshop
Featuring Guila Muir & Tracy Flynn
Seattle, Washington
Washington Nonprofits has scheduled its annual “Train the Trainer” series for
March 4 and 25, 2020, in time for Conference presenters to join. Whether you
are selected or not, we strongly encourage anyone with an interest in training to
attend.
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Questions?
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2. The doctor is in
“Get advice. Meet a consultant.”
Are you a consultant to nonprofits? Do you provide services to nonprofits?
Washington Nonprofits business members are invited to sign up for a 30-minute
window to meet interested participants informally and answer questions related to
your area of expertise. The consultations will happen concurrently with conference
workshops. This opportunity is available to business members who are attending
the conference, either as an attendee or exhibitor. The schedule for our “The
Doctor Is In” tables will be publicized in the conference program.
ü Members
ü 30 minutes
ü Consultations
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3. Ignite idea lab
“Share an idea with us.”
Do you have an idea on what works or something you've learned? Do you have an
idea that might inspire someone or get us thinking in new ways? The Ignite format
(also called Pecha Kucha) is designed for you to share one idea in 20 slides that
automatically advance every 15 seconds. Or skip the slides if you prefer. You have 5
minutes to share your idea, followed by 10 minutes of conversation.
ü Members
ü 20 slides in 5 minutes
ü Prefer practitioners / not a marketing opportunity
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4. Table talks

“Have a conversation on a topic important to you.”
Is there a topic that you would really like to facilitate a conversation about? Make
sure you tell us when you register. Check the box that you would be willing to
facilitate it. Closer to the conference, contact us to check in on whether it is a topic
that others would like to discuss too.
ü 50 minutes
ü No registration
ü About a topic, not a service or product
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5. Exhibit
“Let’s get to know each other.”
Nonprofit people come to the conference to get what they need to succeed. Often
that is a tool, resource, or connection.
“Being a regular exhibitor at the Washington State Nonprofit Conference is how I keep in touch with existing
clients and meet potential new ones. I enjoy participating in sessions alongside other development
professionals– finding inspiration and ideas to help our nonprofits grow.”
David Owen Hastings

ü
ü
ü
ü

All day
Space is limited (save your spot soon!)
Special registration: $246 - $1,600
About a topic, not a service or product

Your
company!
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7. Sponsor

“We are stronger together.”
What a great way to tell the sector for the greater good that you support learning
and connection!
ü Recognition on the conference website+
ü Levels from $1,000 - $15,000
ü Some levels come with exhibitor table
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7. ATTEND!
If none of these ways to engage work for you,
please plan to come anyway. This is your
community– our community– and we are
stronger when we are together.
How will people say the
best conversations
happen in the hallway
if you aren’t in the
hallway to talk with?
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Questions?
You may also email us at info@washingtonnonprofits.org
or call (855)299-2922.
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